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Football is a sport that is very popular with the most of people in the world. This one sports fans who did not recognize the age, gender, religion or ethnicity. In the sport of football itself, individuals each persons are free to express their love for football and the teams they side on, also they suport football players. However, not everyone will understand the true history of football world. Where did soccer originate and how football became a very popular sport.

Indonesia is the country that has many football teams which is spread throughout the country, where Indonesia is very big enthusiastic community to support the sport of football in terms of his love for football teams. However, with large and many football teams are not supported by any international standard stadium facilities, where most stadiums in Indonesia itself has a style of architecture that was outdated and did not consider the potential of architecture and public enthusiasm towards football itself.

The problem at this time, can be overcome by national policies governing the sustainability of the development of an international standard stadium for the betterment of the sport in Indonesia. Therefore, the importance of design of The Great Stadium in international standard in Blitar, Indonesia, as a means to promote the progress of the Republic of Indonesia itself, particularly in the sport of football and the use of the theme structure s architecture on the design will make the design has more value, which applies the principles of theme into the design of the building with high-tech imaging.